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PS1304

PRINCESS CUSHION
40 x 40 cm TAPESTRY WOOL

- 50x50cm piece of 12ct Mono Canvas (design: 40x40cm)
- Tapestry Needle
- Cushion Insert (40x40cm)
- 50x50cm piece of fabric (for cushion backing)

- Lap Frame (optional)
- General Sewing Supplies
- Sewing Machine

- DMC Tapestry Wool:
 7005 Peachy Pink  2 Skeins
 7014 Lavender Purple 3 Skeins
 7041 Light Bright Green 4 Skeins
 7055 Lemon Yellow 2 Skeins
 7056 Sunshine Yellow 3 Skeins
 7133 Light Pink  2 Skeins
 7314 Bright Sky Blue 9 Skeins
 7351 Light Yellow Green 6 Skeins
 7362 Light Moss Green 3 Skeins
 7386 Dark Moss Green 4 Skeins
 7453 Light Creamy Tan 2 Skeins
 7548 Lime Green  3 Skeins
 7600 Hot Pink  2 Skeins
 7624 Charcoal Brown 1 Skeins
 7800 Sky Blue  3 Skeins
 7823 Navy  1 Skeins
 7947 Orange  2 Skeins

1. Cut 1 meter lengths at a time. Shorter lengths of thread will 
help avoid the thread knotting as you stitch.

2. Find the centre of the canvas by folding it into quarters. The 
design chart has arrows indicating where the centre of the design 
is. This is where you will start from.

3. If you want to use a Lap Frame, this will help while you stitch - 
as it keeps your work taught. Tack the canvas onto the Frame at 
the top & bottom edges.

4. Begin stitching your design from the centre, stitching from Left 
to Right.

NOTE: You will be stitching over 2 canvas threads (see diagram).
 
5. To begin stitching, thread the required colour onto the needle 
and bring the needle from the back of the work through to the 
front.

6. Draw the yarn through leaving a 3cm tail at the back. Hold 
this tail, so your first few stitches are worked over it. This will 
secure your thread evenly.

NOTE: Never tie a knot in your thread.

7. Start with diagonal stitches from bottom left to top right 
(/////), work the line in that thread colour. Then working back 
over those stitches from bottom right to top left (\\\\\), cross 
over back to where you started. You should now have your line of 
crosses (XXXXX).

NOTE: Stitch larger areas of one colour first and then for areas of 
scattered colour, complete each full cross stitch before moving to 
the next. When moving from one area to another with the same 
colour, do not carry your thread more than 2cm across the back 
of your work without ending off and beginning a new thread.

8. Follow the chart and key, finishing each colour before you go 
onto the next.

9. To end off your thread, take your needle through to the back of 
your work and run it under a few stitches then trim cleanly.

10. Once all Cross Stitch is complete you can start to assemble 
the cushion cover.

11. Take your Backing Fabric, lay the fabric ‘face up’ on a flat 
surface, then place your stitched cushion ‘face down’ on top of 
your Backing Fabric.

NOTE: The right sides of both pieces will face each other (you will 
turn this out the right way later).

12. Pin together all the way around the two pieces, where the 4 
edges of the Cross Stitch design finishes.

13. With Fabric Scissors cut a 1.5cm seam allowance from where 
you have pinned the two layers together to remove the excess 
fabric & canvas - your piece should now be 43x43cm wide.

14. With your Sewing Machine on Running Stitch, sew from the 
bottom left hand corner, up and right around to the right hand 
corner - sewing these 3 sides only.

15. Snip off the corners with Fabric Scissors and turn out the 
cushion cover so that the right sides are facing out. Making sure 
to push out the corners to a rounded point.

16. Place the cushion insert inside the cover. Making sure to push 
the insert down into the corners.

17. Fold in the seam allowance for the last open edge. Use Whip 
Stitch to handsew the opening closed.

18. Plump up your cushion so that the filling in your insert is well 
distributed.

Enjoy your cute cross stitch cushion!

MATERIALS:

TO BEGIN:

STITCHING:

ASSEMBLY: (Refer To Diagram)
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Stitch these three edges on 
your Sewing Machine.

CROSS STITCH
(over 2 canvas strands)

WHIP STITCH

Canvas with Cross Stitch 
design - ‘face down’.

Leave this edge unstitched.

Front of cushion.

Cut Line - this is your 
seam allowance.

Fabric for back of cushion.

Snip corners to allow them to 
be turned out neatly.

Hand stitch this bottom edge 
closed once you insert the 

Cushion Insert with Whip Stitch.

This stitch is an actually an 
enlarged Cross Stitch, usually 

you stitch over 1 canvas strand, 
but for this project you will need 
to stitch over 2 canvas strands.

Come up from the back of 
your work at position (1) and 
then count left 2 squares and 

up 2 squares. Come back 
into position (2), repeat this 

diagonally, and then come back 
again to complete the ‘cross’.
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